For the thermal design of spacecraft radiators, it is necessary to determine a space background temperature, or equivalent space sink temperature, to which radiators reject their design heat load. This is especially true for radiators that operate at the relatively low temperature range of 300 to 500 K, for which early assumptions of 0 to 3 K for the sink temperature introduced serious errors in the determination of the required radiator area. This equivalent space sink temperature is not the temperature of the vacuum surrounding a spacecraft; rather, it is an equilibrium temperature that a passive radiating surface assumes by exchanging thermal radiation energy with the space environment without any onboard (internally generated) heat load that has to be rejected to space. This equilibrium temperature, a function of the spacecraft-to-Sun distance and the angle at which the surface intercepts solar radiation, is greatly influenced by the characteristics (key variables) of the radiating surface. These are the view factor to space F and the (_/E ratio, which expresses the surface absorptivity of solar radiation to the emissivity at its final equilibrium temperature when heat is radiated to space, usually in the infrared region of the spectrum. Early reports (Goldman and Singer, 1957) assumed for radiator surfaces gray-body characteristics that gave cx/e values near unity. The work of Rittenhouse and Singletary (1968) showed that special metal oxide coatings such as Z-93 could be applied to surfaces to lower the amount of solar energy absorbed while keeping infrared emissivity high. With the achievement of or& values near 0.1 for these coatings, the space equivalent sink temperatures have been effectively lowered, permitting more heat to be rejected by a radiator with a given surface area and an effective radiating temperature. The purpose of this report was to derive the equilibrium temperatures that actual spacecraft radiating surfaces would experience from the combined effects of solar and planetary radiation and to determine the amount of onboard heat to be rejected. The derivation is based on a new definition of the term "space sink temperature" and differs from earlier definitions, such as that of Gordon (1982) , who defined the temperature of space as the equilibrium temperature that a small black sphere would experience. In contrast to Gordon's (1982) definition of the space sink temperature, the theoretical derivations in this report are based on the equilibrium temperature that a radiating surface having a given ct/e ratio would achieve in space. The conditions are that the surface does not have internal heat to be rejected but is exposed to a given incident radiant energy flux from the Sun (or star) and planetary surfaces, part of which is reradiated to the space background.
The amount of thermal energy that reradiates into space is determined by the key variables, such as the cz/_ ratio and the view factor to space. 
ANALYSIS OFRADIATION HEATTRANSFER IN SPACE
Thissection presents amathematical analysis ofradiation heat transfer inspace. Thederivation oftheconstitutiveequations andrelationships that describe radiant energy exchange in space hasbeen used asthebasis fordevelopingthecomputational code TSCALC.
Derivation ofEquations
Radiative heat transfer.--The radiative heat transfer Q between two bodies at temperatures T l and T2, where T 2 << T 1 (negligible reradiation), can be expressed according to the Stefan-Boltzmann Law as
where
emissivity of radiating surface, where 8 = 1 for black body and e <1 for gray body surface area view factor between radiating bodies radiating surface sail area, m 2 radiating surface sail area, where radiator surface area ARS = AsF is total radiating surface hot and cold temperatures, respectively, K Objects in the vacuum of space at arbitrary radiating temperatures Tn lose heat by radiation to an environmental equilibrium, or space sink temperature Ts, that is very near absolute zero (-3 K) in interstellar space. However, as
shown later in the Results and Discussion section. Ts can be several hundred degrees kelvin in the neighborhood of the inner planets of the Solar System. Hence, to correctly size the areas for space satellite radiators that operate at temperatures between 300 and 400 K, the equivalent space sink temperatures must be determined within an accuracy of a few tens of degrees.
For the space radiation case, equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of Te and Ts:
The equivalent space sink temperatures Ts in the neighborhood of planets in the Solar System was calculated as follows. Starting with the solar energy generation rate (or luminosity) L, the energy absorption rate per Earth (or planet) unit surface area needs to be balanced by the re-emitted energy rate for thermal equilibrium to be achieved at T E or TEART H. For this analysis, F is set to unity. If the Sun is represented as a heat source at the center of a sphere whose radius is equal to the mean distance between the Earth and Sun d, the figure shows that about 1370 W fall on each square meter that is perpendicular to the radiating energy flux. The value 1370 W/m 2 is referred to as the solar constant at I AU (astronomical unit), where d = 1.496×1011 m. The value of the solar constant S can be determined by dividing the luminosity L of the Sun by the area of the sphere with a radius equal to 1 AU: Note that the result shown in equation (3c) represents the incident energy rate per unit Earth surface area that is perpendicular to the solar energy flux. Before we determine the fraction of this energy flux absorbed by the surface, some important relationships must be reviewed in the next section.
Absorption. reflection, and transmission of radiation.--When electromagnetic radiation impinges on a body, it is partially absorbed, partially reflected, and partially transmitted. The relation between the absorbed, reflected, and transmitted energy is a+p+x=l (4) where a absorptivity, fraction of incident radiation absorbed by the body (for black bodies, a = e = l ; for gray bodies, a=e<l) p reflectivity, fraction of incident radiation reflected from surface of body x transmissivity, fraction of incident radiation transmitted through body
For opaque bodies such as the planets, transmissivity "_= 0. Equation (4) then can be expressed as o_+ p = l (5a)
Calculation of Planetary Temperatures in Solar System
Space radiators in planetary orbits are exposed to solar and planetary radiation; therefore, we must first determine the equilibrium temperatures at which planets radiate to spacecraft, even if the spacecraft is in the planetary shadow and does not receive any solar radiation.
Planets also reflect part of the incident solar radiation into space where orbiting spacecraft may receive some of it in addition to the direct radiation heating by the Sun. The reflectivity of planets is referred to as the albedo and is represented by A in equation (5b). Thus, from equation (5a), the absorptivity can be expressed as
To proceed with the calculation of equivalent space sink temperature T s at a given planetary orbit distance from the Sun, the energy flux, or incident energy per second per unit area f, is defined as
For thermal equilibrium at temperature TE to be achieved, .remitted × Radiating area = fabsorbed × Absorbing area (7) where ( fig. 1 ) (1 -A)L (8a) .fenUtted = O's:T4 and .fabsorbed --4r_/2
Because the Earth is a rapidly rotating planet, once every 24 hr, its entire surface is considered to be at approximately the same temperature. Hence, the total surface energy (or heat) emitted will be
where R is the planetary radius (6378 km for the Earth).
The total heat intercepted by the Earth from the Sun is the heat flux times the projected Earth area on an imaginary sphere with a radius of I AU. This area is represented as _R 2. Thus, the total energy absorbed iSfabsorbe d x/r,R 2.
Substitute the expressions from equation (7) to obtain _eT 4 x 47tR 2 = Solving equation (9) for TE. one obtains
Substituting the numerical values for L, d, and _ yields, after some simplification,
where T E is in kelvin and d is in astronomical units (Earth = 1 AU). If the approximate value of the Earth's albedo (A -0.3) and the emissivity (e~0.8) are substituted in equation ( 11 ), we obtain the approximate value of 270 K for TE, which will be used to calculate the radiation from Earth to the orbiting spacecraft.
Recall that equation (11 ) was derived for rapidly rotating planets such as Earth or Mars. For slowly rotating planets like Mercury and the Moon, one must take into account that these bodies receive energy over their projected (disk) areas and emit energy, not over their full spherical surface areas but only over the same projected areas because the remaining surface area is considered to be too cold to radiate a significant amount of energy back to space. For such bodies, the thermal equilibrium is thus established when where, as before, the Sun-Earth distance d is expressed in AU. A comparison of equations (10) and (13a) shows that tor slowly rotating planets, the equilibrium temperature is higher by a factor equivalent to the fourth root of the projected area (i.e., the ratio of sphere surface-to-disk area), namely the fourth root of 4.
Apply equation (13a), for d = 1 AU, e = 1, and A = 0.07, to Earth's moon to obtain
which is the maximum temperature at the lunar equator at noon. Note that on the dark side (during the 356-hr lunar night), the temperature is -70 K.
Calculation of Spacecraft Temperatures in Planetary Orbits
In addition to the electromagnetic radiation from the solar spectrum, spacecraft in planetary orbits receive longwavelength infrared radiation from planets they orbit.
Near-spherical s_ltellites.--For polyhedral spacecraft geometries that are nearly spherical, equation (10) will give a good approximation of the equilibrium temperature due to solar radiation. However, the term that expresses the absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio for the planetary surface (1 -A)/e is replaced by the absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio ode for the radiating surface material. Thus, for near-spherical shapes, the equilibrium temperature for the rotating satellite TES becomes TES= (14) where the value of the view factor to space F will normally be close to unity but can be lower if the radiating surface is partially occulted by projecting parts of the spacecraft. Lowering the value of F will cause TES to increase.
Flat-plate radiator surfaces.mFor flat-plate radiators, in addition to the tx/e ratio, we need to include the solar ilhimination angle 0 s, the angle at which the radiator plate intercepts the solar flux. Thus, the equilibrium temperature TE due to reflected solar radiation can be expressed as (15) where "_is the tmnsmissivity of the atmosphere. If a satellite is outside a planetary atmosphere, as is normally the case, x is set to unity.
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Albedo.--Recall that thealbedo A is the fraction of incident radiation reflected from a planetary surface: thus, for a surface in Earth orbit at altitude H, we have from equation (Sa) (. /
wherefreflected is the reflected radiation energy flux per unit area at orbital altitude H (in meters), and R E is the radius of the Earth (6.378× 106 m). Note that the atmospheric transmissivity ('t < 1) reduces the reflected radiation flux. Of this energy flux. the fraction absorbed by a radiating surface is
where 0p is the angle at which the radiator plate intercepts energy from a planet that the spacecraft is orbiting. Therefore, due to albedo alone, the equilibrium temperature of a satellite's radiating surface is
Earth shine, or direct planetary_ radiation.--For direct radiation from Earth or a planet at its previously determined equilibrium temperature TEART H, the radiation heat flux at or near the planetary surface is
and the equilibrium temperature TE of a radiating surface at orbital altitude H, due to direct Earth (planet) shine, is given by
where (ct/e) 2 is the infrared planetary radiation absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio of the plate radiator surface and "cis the transmissivity of the atmosphere. In most cases, (tz/e) 2 will be close to unity.
Internal heat generation.--A spacecraft radiator surface normally rejects heat generated onboard. This rejection causes a rise in the equilibrium radiating temperature because of the internal heat flux (the heat flow per unit crosssectional area fQ):
where 1] is the surface fin effectiveness (efficiency) and Qw is the onboard heat generation in watts. In the absence of all other effects, this equilibrium temperature would be represented by
Combined effects.--To determine the combined effects on TE of the heat-transfer mechanisms discussed in the previous sections, the individual radiation fluxes fl are added and set equal to ge_i_ E. When solved for TE, the following equation expresses the combined effects of solar radiation, albedo, planetary, surface temperature radiation in the long-wavelength infrared region, and intemal heat generation:
(20)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The equations expressing the thermal equilibrium relationships derived in the section Analysis of Radiation
Heat Transfer in Space were incorporated in the computer code TSCALC. Several options in this code permit the user to evaluate the effects of key input variables, such as solar distance d (AU), the incident angles for solar and planetary, radiation 0s (ILUMANG) and 0 e (ILUM2), the absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio o,/e (AE) for solar radiation, the infrared planetary radiation absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio (o,&) 2 (AE2), and the view factor to space F (FV). Note that FV can have a value up to 2 for flat-plate radiators rejecting heat from both sides. If both sides do not have a full 2rt steradian view of space, the value will be less than 2. For a sphere that receives thermal radiation over its projected area but reradiates over the full surface area, FV can have a maximum value of 4. Table II shows the effect at 1 AU of the insolation angle, which is defined as the angle at which a reradiating surface without internal heat generation (Qw = 0) intercepts the solar energy flux. Note that for a solar incident angle 0 S of 0°. the code gives a value of 3 K because the solar heat flux has been eliminated and the equilibrium temperature is that of interstellar space.
The information in table III can be used to consider the example of equilibrium temperatures determined primarily by planetary radiation in the infrared domain for a space structure in geostationary orbit at a 35 876-km altitude.
By setting the incident angle for solar radiation (ILUMANG) equal to 0.1% we assume that 99.9 percent of the solar heat flux can be eliminated by shielding and insulation. Also, by assuming an Earth-gravity-gradient-stabilized structure, one can see how the space sink temperature varies as the direct radiation from the Earth is incident upon a surface from 1°to 10°of arc. From the table, we can see that temperatures lower than 77 K (liquid nitrogen boiling point at atmospheric pressure) can be maintained if the angle of incident Earth radiation can be held to less than 5°. 
